MEDIA KIT
ON EXHIBITION
DECEMBER 8, 2018 – MAY 5, 2019

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
What if the planet’s smallest geniuses could share their

groups. Each theme features a ‘hero’ bug showcasing its

biggest secrets? Bug Lab celebrates the genius of bugs

genius, specimens of real bugs and highlights of bug-

by letting the bugs themselves present the exhibition.

inspired technology. Visitors who want to know more can

Visitors will enter the bugs’ world, marvel at their talents,

dig deeper by exploring the videos and digital labels

and witness them in action. Step into the exhibition and

throughout the exhibition.

meet the smartest of these micro masters and face their
most fiendish tests. Can you outwit the jumping spider’s

With the combination of artistry, science and technology

cunning, match the dragonfly’s speed, or beat the

on display, there’s something for just about everyone in

mantis’ reflexes?”

Bug Lab. Once you see what bugs can do, you’ll never
look at them the same way again.

Incredible insects have been around for hundreds
of millions of years and have developed some
extraordinary capabilities in that time. There is much we
humans can learn from them for our own benefit and
in Bug Lab the bugs are allowing us a glimpse into that
world. Precision flight, swarm intelligence, mind control...
bugs did it all first, and they’re still doing it better.
What would the future look like if we could match their
brilliance?
SIX IMMERSIVE THEMES
Divided into six themes, the exhibition is an immersive,
hands-on experience, with activities catering to all age
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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
The exhibition showcases six themes, including four
immersive chaimbers, each featuring a “star” bug:
DISPLAY: The bug star is the drop-dead gorgeous orchid
mantis, who is so attractive, it doesn’t need to hunt –
dinner comes right to it. Disguised as the most beautiful
flower of all, the insect’s shape is impressive, but its real
secret lies in its color, which prey see as even better than
a real flower. The mantis waits patiently for a chance
to snatch food from the air using its super-fast kung fu
reflexes. The orchid mantis uses sensory exploitations in a
way that advertisers use to persuade you to eat fast food.
It also shows us that close observation can reveal the
unexpected and challenge assumptions.
SWARM: Examine the life-and-death duel between the
Japanese giant hornet and Japanese honey bees, which work
together to defeat an otherwise unbeatable enemy many
times their size. To do this, the honeybees have adapted a
behavior used to warm their hive: disengaging their wings and
vibrating their muscles. When a hornet threatens the nest, the
bees smother it, raising its temperature to a level that the bees
can just stand but the hornet cannot. By watching how these
honeybees work together, scientists are learning how to create
digital systems that utilize cooperation and networking.
FLIGHT: The dragonfly shows off its impressive flying
abilities, as it is built for high performance and speed. To
catch prey in mid-air, the dragonfly uses its sharp eyesight
and ability to perceive the world at 300 frames per second.
Its flight path means it won’t be seen until it is too late. By
finely controlling the movement of its robustly structured
wings, it achieves a stunning strike rate of up to 97 percent.
Scientists are being inspired by the dragonfly’s miniature
engineering to create high-performance materials,
structures and flying vehicles
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VENOM: The star of this show is the beautiful but creepy
jewel wasp. The jewel wasp’s life cycle depends on its ability to
perform intricate ‘brain surgery’ on a cockroach. With great
precision and in a tight timeframe, it injects venom into the
roach’s thorax and brain, turning it into a zombie. It then leads
it back to its burrow to lay its eggs inside. Studying how venom
affects the internal systems of organisms has led to the
development of medical treatments that could cure illnesses
such as cancer and arthritis.

PLUS
EXOSKELETON: The unassuming bombardier beetle
hides a dazzling defense system in its rear end. When
threatened, it blasts its attacker with a boiling hot spray.
It does this by rapidly combining hydrogen peroxide with
a catalyst, sending the aggressor scuttling for cover. The
bombardier’s tough cuticle – the basis of its exoskeleton
– insulates it from the blast. The bombardier beetle uses
the blast as a spray weapon, but by studying it, scientists
may learn how to make better jet engines or rockets.
SILK: Meet the kapito spider, a member of the blackwidow family, which comprises some of the most
venomous spiders in the world. Like all spiders, it is a
masterful ‘3D printer’ of silk, which it uses to build egg
sacs, spin traps and even disperse its young via silken
‘parachutes.’ By studying spider silk, scientists are
discovering new possibilities for construction, medicine
and textiles. In fact, silk could one day be used as an
interface between human nerves and technology in
replacement limbs, synthetic eyes and more.
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WHAT’S THE BUZZ?
Do you want to “bee” in the know about bugs? Join

flavor of bugs, bug-inspired ornament-making and a Bug

Discovery Place educators and local experts for a series

Bar where local experts will answer questions.

of special programs designed for visitors of all ages to
have fun and fly deeper into the world of bugs.

ARTHROPOD DAY | April 27
It’s the big bug bonanza, featuring expert entomologists

Club Bug | December 8

from around the region. Plus, guests can place their

An opening day insect extravaganza with a bug-themed

bets -- for bragging rights only -- on cockroach and

music club, live bugs, DIY bug antennas, a bug parade

caterpillar races, get close to live bugs, and the bravest

and more. Visitors can craft an Air Bee ‘n Bug winter

of all may compete in the bug-eating competition.

hotel for pollinators and collect special edition bug
cards while moving through the Museum.
LIVE BUG ENCOUNTERS | Daily
Each day, visitors will be able to get up close and
personal with live bugs in a daily show.
EARLY ENTOMOLOGISTS | Daily
Bugs are taking over KidScience! Stop by to find lots of
creepy, crawly opportunities to build, explore and learn
about bugs. Young entomologists will enjoy insect X-ray
cards, bug building blocks, bug collecting puzzles, a
beehive toy and bug books.
BUG BAR | Second Saturday of every month
Engage with visiting scientists and learn about all the
creepy crawly invertebrates that make living small look
big. Each month, a scientist or educator will be on hand
to talk about a different species and to answer questions
about the diverse array of invertebrates that live in
the Carolinas.
WINTER WONDER BUGS | December 20 – January 2
Bug out when school’s out! During the season of
celebrations, Discovery Place Science will be celebrating
bugs with hands-on activities, a Bug Bistro to get the
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DEMONSTRATIONS
Check the daily schedule to see which programs are available

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

on the day of your visit.

LADYBUG LAB: Ever wonder why ladybugs have spots, or
why they are so brightly colored? Learn about this and more
in an up-close look at the cutest bug.

BUG BISTRO: Think you’ve got what it takes to eat a
bug? Earn your ‘I Ate a Bug’ button while learning all
about micro-livestock.
FIREFLY ELECTRICITY DEMO: Learn about the
powers of a common novelty plasma ball and a
fluorescent tube from an expert in things that glow,
the Firefly.
ROBO ROACHES: Learn about the nervous system of a
cockroach and control their movements using circuits.

HOME SWEET HOME: This bug just wants to stay warm!
Learn how to create an overwintering residence for our insect
friends.
BEE BOOGIE: Participants model how honeybees
communicate by working together to create a dance
language to express where the facilitator has hidden
the nectar.
HOME INVASION: Game show about the bugs found
in your home.
A BUG’S LIFE: CYCLES: Learn to identify the various stages
of a bug’s life – from egg to larva, from pupa to adult, every
bug has an amazing journey.
STRONG LIKE BUG: An ant can lift many times its own
weight. Learn about the proportional square cube law that
allows tiny bugs to have massive strength.
SUPER SILK: Compare the relative strength of nylon, steel
and spider silk in this taut hands-on experience.
PROGRAMMING POLLINATORS: Learn about the
importance of bees and other pollinators while programming
robotic bees to travel to flowers.
ANT LIFECYCLE: Solve the puzzle to discover the different
stages of an ant’s lifecycle.
NAME THAT BUG: Many bugs are known by more than one
name. Who decides?
ARMORED BUG BUILD: Craft your own exoskeleton
CAN YOU BEE-LIEVE IT?: Learn about the differences in all
the flying yellow stripey things.
BUG MEMORY GAME: Learn about the different animals
called bugs in this fun game of Memory.
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PRICING
BUG LAB ADMISSION
Adults (ages 14–59)

Members
$3

General Admission
$20

Children (ages 2–13)

$3

$16

Seniors (ages 60+) & Military

$3

$18

Welcome Participants

n/a

$4

Children younger than 2

Free

Free

THE BEETLE BUNDLE:
BUG LAB & IMAX
Adults (ages 14–59)

Members
$7

General Admission
$24

Children (ages 2–13)

$7

$20

Seniors (ages 60+) & Military

$7

$22

Welcome Participants

n/a

$8

Discounts are available for schools and groups of 15 or more.
For more information, visit discoveryplacescience.org.
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ABOUT THE CREATORS OF
BUG LAB
TE PAPA

WETA WORKSHOP

Te Papa is the national museum of New Zealand,
combining science, art, history and the culture of
New Zealand’s indigenous Mäori people. Since
opening in 1998, it has been recognized as a world
leader in innovative museum experiences, attracting
over 1.5 million visitors a year, in a country of only 4
million people.
See more at tepapa.govt.nz
For over 20 years, five-time Academy Award®winning Weta Workshop has applied creativity and
ABOUT THE MEDIA PREVIEW GUEST

craftsmanship to blockbuster films and hit television

Dr. Phil Sirvid

series including “The Lord of the Rings” and “The

Collection Manager for Entomology, Te Papa

Hobbit” trilogies, “King Kong,” “Avatar,” “District 9,”
“Thunderbirds Are Go” and “Ghost in the Shell.” The

Dr. Phil Sirvid is Te Papa’s internal subject expert for

company is also a tourist destination, producer of

Bug Lab. He has had a lifelong fascination with bugs

consumer products, interactive studio in collaboration

that started with rearing gum emperor moths from

with Magic Leap, behind-the-scenes facility, and creator

caterpillars in his first year at school. Despite being

of public sculptures and exhibitions.

frightened by a large tunnelweb spider as a child, he

See more at wetanz.com

now regards spiders as his favorite animals. Phil is
responsible for looking after Te Papa’s entomology
collection and has answered thousands of questions
on insects and spiders from members of the public.
He has a PhD in Ecology and Biodiversity from
Victoria University in Wellington and has published
scientific papers on spider taxonomy and other
subjects. He is currently the chief editor of The New
Zealand Entomologist.
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BY THE NUMBERS
10
international shipping containers, each 40-feet long
by 10-feet wide, were needed to ship the exhibition
to Discovery Place Science.

40,000
Number of hours it took Weta Workshop, over a sixmonth period, to create the exhibition elements.

300
3D printed and hand painted models are featured in
the dragonfly zoetrope chamber

160
minutes of original composition featured in Bug Lab.
The soundscape was created by award-winning New
Zealand composer and sound designer Tane Upjohn-

220

Beatson.

Number of hours it took for individual hog hairs to
be punched into the bees featured in the Japanese

3

honeybees chamber.

Number of weeks it took for six Discovery Place
employees and four Te Papa representatives to set
up the exhibition at Discovery Place Science.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
EVENTS
Charlotte will be crawling with fun as Discovery Place

At the events, Discovery Place Science will offer the

Science takes its bug show on the road! Look for fun,

opportunity to eat a bug and brag about it, make a

interactive events popping up throughout Charlotte,

bug craft, see the world through insect eyes with bug

including at these locations:

goggles and bet on live bug races (where permitted).
Additionally, coloring sheets, custom tattoos and

DECEMBER 15

buttons will be available to keep little ones bug-eyed

Charlotte Checkers game at Bojangles Coliseum

with wonder.

2700 E. Independence Blvd., Charlotte
JANUARY 12
IKEA
8300 Ikea Blvd., Charlotte
JANUARY 27
Birdsong Brewing
1016 N. Davidson St., Charlotte
MARCH 16
Charlotte Checkers game at Bojangles Coliseum
2700 E. Independence Blvd., Charlotte
APRIL 6
Camp North End
1824 Statesville Ave., Charlotte
APRIL 13
IKEA
8300 Ikea Blvd., Charlotte
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ABOUT
DISCOVERY PLACE SCIENCE
One of the top hands-on science museums in the
nation, Discovery Place Science provides everchanging, entertaining facilities that engage people
in the active exploration of science, technology and
nature. The museum brings relevant, contemporary
science to life through groundbreaking exhibitions,
interactive educational programming and handson activities. Discovery Place Science is located in
Uptown Charlotte at 301 N. Tryon St. Convenient
parking is available in the Museum’s parking deck—
the Carol Grotnes Belk Complex—at the corner
of Sixth and Church streets. For more information
about Discovery Place Science, call 704-372-6261,
visit discoveryplace.org, or connect with Discovery
Place Science on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
YouTube. Discovery Place is a 501c3 nonprofit that
provides STEM education to the Carolinas through
four distinct museum experiences at Discovery Place
Science, Discovery Place Nature and Discovery
Place Kids, interactive educational programming,
professional development training and community
outreach initiatives. Discovery Place is supported, in
part, with funding from the Arts & Science Council.
Download high-resolution images here.
Photo credit: “Copyright Te Papa”
Requests for interviews or special access to the
exhibition can be accommodated by request.
Contact Kristen Swing at
KristenS@discoveryplace.org
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